IGF-1 as a Drug for Preterm Infants: A Step-Wise Clinical Development
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Abstract: Background: Insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1) is a mitogenic hormone involved in many processes such as growth, metabolism, angiogenesis and differentiation. After very preterm birth, energy demands increase while maternal supplies of nutrients and other factors are lost and the infant may become dependent on parenteral nutrition for weeks. Low postnatal IGF-1 concentrations in preterm infants are associated with poor weight gain, retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) and other morbidities. We will describe the process by which we aim to develop supplementation with recombinant human (rh) IGF-1 and its binding protein rhIGFBP-3 as a possible therapy to promote growth and maturation and reduce morbidities in extremely preterm infants.

Methods: In order to calculate a dose of IGF-1 tolerated by neonates, a pharmacokinetic study of transfusion with fresh frozen plasma was performed, which provided a relatively low dose of IGF-1, (on average 1.4 µg/kg), that increased serum IGF-1 to levels close to those observed in fetuses and preterm infants of similar GAs. Thereafter, a Phase I 3 hours IV infusion of rhIGF-1/rhIGFBP-3 was conducted in 5 infants, followed by a Phase II study with four sections (A-D). In the Phase II, sections A-D studies, time on infusion increased and younger gestational ages were included.

Results: IV infusion increased IGF-1 but with short half-life (0.5h) implying a need for continuous infusion. In order to obtain in utero levels of IGF-1, the dose was increased from 100 to 250 µg/kg/24 h and the infusion was prolonged from 3 weeks postnatal age until a postmenstrual age of 29 weeks and 6 days.

Conclusion: The purpose has been to ensure high-quality research into the development of a new drug for preterm infants. We hope that our work will help to establish a new standard for the testing of medications for preterm infants.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1) is a mitogenic hormone involved in many processes such as growth, metabolism, angiogenesis and differentiation. After very preterm birth, energy demands increase while maternal supplies of nutrients and other factors are lost and the infant may become dependent on parenteral nutrition for weeks. Impaired transition to extruterine life with under-nutrition, infections and insufficient lung maturation results in a catabolic state with very low serum IGF-1 concentrations compared to in utero (Fig. 1).

IGF-1 plays a crucial role in fetal development and IGF-1 rather than growth hormone (GH) is the main driver of fetal growth [1]. IGF-1 influences brain cell proliferation, apoptosis, myelination, neurogenesis, maturation and differentiation [2]. Most other organs including the vasculature also depend on IGF-1 for proper growth and differentiation [3]. In addition, IGF-1 has insulin-like effects and is involved in glucose and lipid metabolism [4]. Low postnatal IGF-1 concentrations in preterm infants are associated with poor weight gain, retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) and other morbidities [5]. In animals on hypocaloric nutrition, experimental studies on IGF-1 supplementation have shown decreased weight loss and...
Improved protein anabolism [6] and a reduction in oxygen induced retinopathy (OIR) [7]. We hypothesized that treating extremely preterm infants with IGF-1 to obtain serum concentrations within the normal intrauterine range would improve growth and reduce ROP and other neonatal morbidities. After a description of IGF-1 and its role during the third trimester, we will describe the process by which we aim to develop supplementation with recombinant human (rh) IGF-1 and its binding protein rhIGFBP-3 as a possible therapy to promote growth and maturation and reduce morbidities in extremely preterm infants; a timeline of this drug development is seen in Fig. 2.

2. IGF-1 IN FETAL DEVELOPMENT

Most circulating IGF-1 is secreted by the liver but IGF-1 is secreted by almost all fetal tissues at some developmental stage and exerts its actions in endocrine, paracrine and autocrine manners by binding to the IGF-1 receptor [8]. The roles of locally secreted versus circulating IGF-1 is poorly understood but the latter is thought to signal the nutritional state of the body [9]. At least six binding proteins (BP) control IGF-1 actions. IGFBP-3 is the main binding protein in the circulation that binds IGF-1 together with an acid labile subunit (ALS) to form a ternary complex, which prolongs the half-life of circulating IGF-1. After intravenous (IV) infusion of rhIGF-1 in healthy men, the half-life of free IGF-1 was estimated to range between ~14 min [10] and 0.34-0.59 h [11] while the half-life for total IGF-1 was ~17 h [11]. In addition to being a carrier protein, IGFBP-3 also has IGF-1 independent functions and promotes vascular regrowth in oxygen induced retinopathy [12]. IGFBP-1 reduces the availability of free IGF-1 and is negatively regulated by insulin.

During gestation circulating fetal IGF-1 is regulated by the nutrient supply from the mother and increases during the third trimester. Amniotic fluid contains IGF-1 and is swallowed by the fetus [13]. Cord serum IGF-1 concentrations are correlated with fetal size and fat mass [14].

During the third trimester, massive growth and differentiation take place to prepare the infant for extrauterine life. After extremely preterm birth, longitudinal growth slows down and postnatal complications such as intraventricular hemorrhage (IVH), ROP, bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD), necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC), hyperglycemia and sepsis are common. Persistent low neonatal serum IGF-1 in very preterm infants is associated with reduced weight gain [15] and impaired brain growth and development [16] and with ROP and other morbidity [5], as well as poorer neurodevelopment at 2 years of age [17]. A more comprehensive description of IGF-1 in fetal life and in the neonatal period of extremely preterm infants is provided in the previous reviews [3, 18-20].

3. THE STUDY DRUG

Mecasermin rinfabate, a complex of recombinant human Insulin-like Growth Factor-1 and recombinant human Insulin-like Growth Factor Binding Protein-3 (rhIGF-1/rhIGFBP-3) was developed to increase the half-life of rhIGF-1 in the circulation and to reduce side effects, especially hypoglycemia, seen with rhIGF-1 without the combination with rhIGFBP-3.

rhIGF-1 and rhIGFBP-3 are produced by two separate E. coli strains: one containing the human gene for insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1), the other containing the human gene for insulin-like growth factor-binding protein-3 (IGFBP-3). The rhIGF-1 and rhIGFBP-3 proteins are complexed in a 1:1 molar ratio for the formation of mecasermin rinfabate with a molecular weight of 36,381 daltons. The binary complex of IGF-1/IGFBP-3 further combines with a third circulating protein, the GH-dependent acid-labile subunit (ALS), to form a ternary complex of ~140-150 kDa which represents the natural physiologic reservoir of IGF-1.

In 2005, rhIGF-1/rhIGFBP-3 (PLEX™, Insmed Therapeutic Proteins (ITP), Boulder, CO, USA) was approved by the FDA for the treatment of severe primary IGF-1 deficiency due to growth hormone insensitivity syndrome but was later withdrawn from the market due to patent litigation. Studies have also been performed in patients with diabetes type 1 and 2, severe insulin resistance, Donohue syndrome [21] and severe burns. A comprehensive review of these studies is provided by Williams et al. [22]. In addition, patients with myotonic dystrophy type 1 have been treated with rhIGF-1/IGFBP-3 [23].

PLEX™ was initially provided as a 60 mg/mL solution for once daily subcutaneous injection in doses of 0.5 to 2.0 mg/kg. However, due to deficient subcutaneous tissue in preterm neonates and to provide better control of circulating levels of IGF-1 it was decided to use the intravenous route in the clinical development program. Based on results from the frozen plasma study it was decided to use a starting dose of 5 µg/kg/ during 3 hours in the first patient in the phase I trial.

In the phase I study, drug product mecasermin rinfabate (PLEX™) at a concentration of 60 mg/mL was diluted with 10% glucose in two steps at the hospital pharmacy to provide suitable individualized concentrations for 3h infusions. In the phase II study (sections A and B), a more diluted form of drug product was manufactured from PLEX™ drug substance by a 1,200 times dilution from 60 mg/mL to 50 µg/mL (Premplex™, Unitech Pharma, Matsfors, subsequently replaced by Rechon Life Sciences, Limhamn, both in Sweden).

4. A PHARMACOKINETIC STUDY OF FRESH FROZEN PLASMA

Fresh frozen adult plasma contains varying amounts of IGF-1 and IGFBP-3 and is used for volume expansion and as a source of coagulation factors in preterm infants. In preparation for possible future supplementation studies, the effects of fresh frozen plasma administration on serum IGF-1 and IGFBP-3 were studied [24]. Twenty extremely preterm infants with gestational age (GA) < 28 weeks at birth, who required transfusions of fresh frozen plasma for clinical reasons during the first week of life were enrolled from December 2005 to July 2006. A sample from each batch of plasma was obtained immediately before initiation of transfusion. Sampling of neonatal blood was performed immediately before and directly after transfusion and at 6, 12, 24 and 48 h after completed transfusion. Infant plasma glucose concentrations were analyzed before, immediately after and at 6 h after completed transfusion. The mean (SD) volume of administered plasma was 11ml/kg (3.1) during a median of 120 min (range 90-240) at a median age of 2 d (range 1-
The mean (SD) total administered amount of IGF-1 and IGFBP-3 was 1.4 (0.5) and 31 µg/kg (11.5) respectively. 

Immediately after completion of administration mean (SD) serum IGF-1 concentration increased by 133% from 11(6.4) to 25 µg/l (9.3) (p<0.001) and IGFBP-3 by 61% from 815 (451) to 1311 (508) µg/l. The concentrations of both proteins remained higher at 6 and 12 h after completed transfusion but not thereafter (Fig. 3).

Fig. (3). Mean concentrations of IGF-1 (A) and IGFBP-3 (B) before (n=20) and at 6 (n=19), 12 (n=19), 24 (n=16) and 48h (n=14) after FFP. Error bars show ±1 SEM. *, P<0.05 and **, P<0.01 denote significant differences compared with levels before transfusion of FFP. Copyright ©JCEM, reproduced with permission.

The half-life of IGF-1 in the circulation of neonates of 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 kg was estimated to be approximately 2.9, 3.4 and 3.8 h respectively. An estimation of the amount of IGF-1 retained in the circulation after transfusion also indicated that the elimination rate increased with decreasing GA at birth. In addition, lower birth weight (BW) was associated with shorter serum IGF-1 half-life.

Infant plasma glucose concentrations were not affected by the fresh frozen plasma transfusions. Thus, transfusion with fresh frozen plasma providing a relatively low dose of IGF-1, (on average 1.4 µg/kg), was shown to increase serum IGF-1 to levels close to those observed in fetuses and preterm infants of similar GAs (25-27). It was calculated that an IV dose between 1 and 2µg/kg of IGF-1 would be required to achieve serum concentrations in the range of those of a fetus of similar postmenstrual age (PMA). This pharmacokinetic information was the basis for the start of the below described stepwise clinical phase I-II development (Fig. 4).

5. PHASE I STUDY: THREE-HOUR INFUSION OF rhIGF-1/rhIGFBP-3

5.1. Patients and Methods

Based on the results of the fresh frozen plasma study a pharmacokinetic and dosing study [28] of rhIGF-1/IGFBP-3 infusion for three hours was performed (January -November 2007) in 5 infants (3 females) with mean GA 27 wk and mean BW of 1022 g. For inclusion, serum IGF-1 concentration at postnatal day 2 had to be <25 µg/l and plasma glucose level 2.5-10 mmol/l. The study drug was mecsasemin rinfabate (IPLEX™) and the dose in the first study subject of rhIGF-1/rhIGFBP-3 was 5µg/kg/3 h corresponding to 1.1µg/kg/3 h of rhIGF-1. The calculated dose was infused intravenously on postnatal day 3 over 3 h through an umbilical venous catheter.

Blood samples were drawn from a peripheral arterial line to determine serum IGF-1 and IGFBP-3 immediately before (-3 h) and after completion of infusion (0 h) and at 1, 6, 12, 24, 48 h and 14 days after infusion. Vital signs and infant’s health status were monitored throughout the study. Blood glucose concentrations were measured immediately before and after infusion and at 1, 12, 24, 48 h after infusion. Serum insulin was measured before (-3 h) and at 1 and 24 h after infusion. Serum potassium (K) and sodium (Na) were measured at 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5h and 14 days after infusion. Heart rate and blood pressure were measured before and immediately after

Fig. (4). Illustration of step-wise clinical phase I-II development of IGF-I as a drug for preterm infants.
infusion and then once an hour up to 12 h. Body weight was measured daily from birth to study day eight.

5.2. Results

The infants received a dose of between (min-max) 6-59 µg/kg/3 h of rhIGF-1/rhIGFBP-3. Median (range) serum concentration of IGF-1 before and after infusion was 18 [12-28] and 38 (25-59) ng/mL and of IGFBP-3 771 (651-1047) and 838 (658-1182) ng/mL. In all five infants, serum IGF-1 levels immediately after infusion were in the "physiologic range" defined as the normal intrauterine range at corresponding GA (20-60 µg/l) [26]. However, the half-life of IGF-1 in the circulation was shorter than expected. The calculated typical half-lives of total IGF-1 in infants of 0.5 kg - 1.5 kg were 0.72 - 0.95 h and of IGFBP-3; 0.76 - 1.0 h (Fig. 5).
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**Fig. (5).** A. Δ% IGF-1 from baseline after 3h infusion of IGF-1/IGFBP-3 in different doses (n=5) in five study subjects. Sampling time points are immediately before study drug infusion (-3), immediately following completed infusion of drug (0), and at 1, 2, 6, 12, 18, 24 and 48 hours post completed drug infusion. Number 1 (BW 880g; 6 µg/kg): unfilled boxes and black line, 2 (BW 1 220g; 24 µg/kg): red filled circle and red line, 3 (BW 760g; 33 µg/kg): green filled triangles and green line, 4 (BW 1 115 g; 33 µg/kg): dark blue rhomb and dark blue line, 5 (BW 810g; 59 µg/kg): light blue filled boxes and light blue line.

**B. Δ% IGFBP-3 from baseline after 3h infusion of IGF-1/IGFBP-3 in different doses (n=5) in five study subjects. Sampling time points are immediately before study drug infusion (-3), immediately following completed infusion of drug (0), and at 1, 2, 6, 12, 18, 24 and 48 hours post completed drug infusion. One (880g; 6 µg/kg): unfilled boxes and black line, 2 (1 220g; 24 µg/kg): red filled circle and red line, 3 (760g; 33 µg/kg): green filled triangles and green line, 4 (1 115 g; 33 µg/kg): dark blue rhomb and dark blue line, 5 (810g; 59 µg/kg): light blue filled boxes and light blue line. Copyright ©Pediatric Research, reproduced with permission. (The color version of the figure is available in the electronic copy of the article).

All safety variables were within the normal range. Thus, an IV infusion of an equimolar preparation of rhIGF-1/rhIGFBP-3 could increase serum IGF-1 concentrations in very preterm infants to those found in fetuses of similar PMA, but the half-life was less than an hour and shorter than after fresh frozen plasma infusion (~3h). In the plasma study we found decreasing half-life of IGF-1 with decreasing BW and GA at birth [24] which might be attributed to lack of ALS. In cord serum of a neonate at 27 weeks of gestation, ALS was not detectable and no ternary complex formation was found [29]. In adolescents with growth hormone insensitivity syndrome who were treated with a daily subcutaneous injection of rhIGF-1/rhIGFBP-3 (0.5mg/kg) the IGF-1 half-life was 21+4 hours [30].

The short half-lives of both IGF-1 and IGFBP-3 in very preterm infants after IV infusion of rhIGF-1/rhIGFBP-3 indicate that it should be administered as a continuous IV infusion to maintain the targeted serum IGF-1 concentration. Pharmacokinetic modeling suggested that 100-150 µg/24 h of rhIGF-1/rhIGFBP-3 corresponding to 21-32 µg of IGF-1 is needed to increase IGF-1 concentrations into the lower intrauterine range of an infant weighing 1000 g at birth.

In discussions with The Swedish Medical Product Agency (MPA) it was decided that the achieved results merited for a phase II trial in which from the phase I study together with those from the fresh frozen plasma study should serve as basis for dosing and administration.

6. PHASE II SECTION A STUDY: LONGITUDINAL INFUSION OF rhIGF-1/rhIGFBP-3 DURING THE FIRST WEEK OF LIFE

6.1. Patients and Methods

In the next study [31] (June 2010-June 2011) five infants with a median GA of 26w + 6d and median BW of 900g received IV continuous infusion of Premiplex™ (Premacure AB Uppsala, Sweden), diluted in 10% glucose from 50 µg/mL to personalized concentrations and administered at individualized infusion rates for a median (range) duration of 168 (47-168) h. The initial Premiplex dose was determined based on the infant’s PMA, fetal IGF-1 serum concentration for corresponding GA and current infant weight. Dose adjustments were carried out based on the measured serum IGF-1 level at 4 h after the start of each new infusion.

Serum IGF-1 target range corresponding to the lower range of previously published intrauterine levels for corresponding GA [28] was set to 20-40 µg/L. Infusion of Premiplex was started a median (range) postnatal age of 19.0 (9.8-27.5) hours. Blood samples for determination of serum IGF-1 and IGFBP-3 were drawn immediately before start and at 2, 4, 6, 12 and 18 h after completion of infusion. After change of infusion solutions, samples were taken every 24 h as well as 4 h after change of Premiplex dose. Samples were also obtained immediately before the start of the last infusion and at 0.5, 2, 24, and 72 h after the completion and thereafter once weekly up to 40 w PMA. Thorough examinations following glucose homeostasis, retinal vascular development, kidney development, and general as well as brain growth were undertaken.

6.2. Results

The administered doses of Premiplex ranged from 21 to 111 µg/kg/24 h. The concentrations of IGF-1 and IGFBP-3 increased significantly during infusion with Premiplex (p < 0.001) to the lower end of the normal intrauterine range. The developed pharmacokinetic model predicted that a dose of the rhIGF-1/rhIGFBP-3 complex of between 75 and 100 µg/d would be required to establish serum IGF-1 concentrations within the intrauterine range in a 1000g infant. That dose is somewhat lower than that calculated in the previous study (100-150 µg/d) [28].

No evident adverse effects were seen and the results raised no concerns from the members of the safety committee.

Serum IGF-1 levels fell below intrauterine concentrations after completion of 7 days of infusion indicating the need for more pro-
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7. PHASE II SECTION B AND C STUDIES: CONTINUOUS LONGITUDINAL INFUSION OF rhIGF-1/rhIGFBP-3 IN EXTREMELY PRETERM INFANTS: EVALUATION OF FEASIBILITY IN A PHASE II STUDY (MANUSCRIPT SUBMITTED)

In Sections B and C (November 2011-July 2013), infants were randomized to receive rhIGF-1/rhIGFBP-3 or standard care and were followed until 40 w PMA. The main aims were to determine the dose of rhIGF-1/rhIGFBP-3 needed to reach and maintain target serum IGF-1 concentrations in a population of extremely preterm infants (GA 23 to 27w+6 d) and to determine serum concentrations of IGF-1 and associated pharmacokinetic variables after continuous infusion of rhIGF-1/rhIGFBP-3. Safety data were regularly reviewed by an independent safety committee.

7.1. Patients and methods

In Section B, five infants were randomized to treatment and three to standard care. In Section C, 80 infants should have been included according to the initial study protocol, but this section was halted after inclusion of 11 infants (four infants to treatment and seven infants to standard care) for optimization of dosing and serum IGF-1 target range. No safety concerns had been raised.

The study drug was administered via continuous IV infusion through a central or peripheral venous line. Infusion started within 24 h after birth and was continued until the infant’s endogenous IGF-1 production was considered sufficient to maintain serum concentration within the target range or up to a PMA of 28 w+6 d in Section B or 29+6 d in Section C. Dosing of rhIGF-1/rhIGFBP-3 was individualized and a target range of 30-35 µg/l in Section B and 25-30µg/l in infants with body weight < 900g or 30-35 for infants weighing > 900g in Section C. The starting dose in Section B was calculated using an algorithm which included GA, basal endogenous IGF-1 concentrations and weight based on results from the phase I study [28]. In Section C, a simplified model based on BW was used with adjustments as the infant grew. Dose adjustments were performed based on the infants’ actual serum IGF-1 concentrations at frequent samplings. Blood glucose was frequently assessed according to a standardized protocol and adverse effects and complications were registered.

7.2. Results

Eight infants were enrolled in Section B and 11 in Section C; 9 received the study drug and 10 received standard care. One treated infant in Section C died from cardiac tamponade, caused by chylopericardium, which was not suspected to be related to the study drug treatment.

The nine treated infants received a mean (SD) dose of 95.1 (10.6) µg/kg/days for a mean (SD) duration of infusion of 14.2 (6.1) days.

At baseline, the mean serum IGF-1 concentration in the treatment and control groups was 13.6 µg/l and 10.1 µg/l respectively (not a statistically significant difference) and during treatment, 22.8 µg/l and 14.2 µg/l respectively. Approximately one third of treated infants did not achieve target levels and mean serum IGF-1 was only marginally above the lower bound of the range. These results prompted the discontinuation of Section C and further efforts to optimize dosing and re-evaluation of the target range. No adverse effects were attributed to the treatment.

8. DEVELOPMENT OF A PHARMACOKINETIC MODEL TO OPTIMIZE rhIGF-1/rhIGFBP-3 ADMINISTRATION TO REACH TARGET IGF-1 CONCENTRATIONS

After the phase II B-C studies, the pharmaceutical company, Shire Pharmaceutical Holdings Ireland Ltd, Ireland, took over future development of the drug. In preparation for a phase II, Section D study the IGF-1 serum levels reached in Sections A-C were reviewed. The scientific basis for the chosen target range [28] was scrutinized and abandoned, since it reported IGF-1 levels from diagnostic cordocentesis due to various abnormalities which may not be representative for normal fetuses. The mean predicted serum IGF-1 level of infants born between GA 23 and 28 weeks was estimated at 13µg/l (5th-95th prediction intervals 4-40µg/l (Fig. 1) [32]. Based on two reports of blood samples, obtained from fetuses that progressed to term birth of normal newborns [33, 34], mean intrauterine serum IGF-1 between GA 23 and 28 gestational weeks was estimated to be 54 µg/l with 5th-95th prediction intervals of 28-109 µg/l (Fig. 1). This was chosen as the new target range, instead of that previously used (20-40µg/l).
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In order to standardize the rhIGF-1/IGFBP-3 dose regimen to avoid frequent blood sampling and simplify the infusion protocol, a pharmacokinetic model was developed including data from rhIGF-1/rhIGFBP-3-treated infants in the phase I and II studies (n=19) and from untreated preterm infants from the phase II study Sections B/C (n=10) and additional studies of untreated preterm infants (n=137). Dose simulations indicated that ≥ 250µg/kg administered as a continuous 24-h infusion for at least 4 weeks would increase the majority of serum IGF-1 values into the target range with less than 2% of values above this range.

Based on the model and simulation results, the recommended rhIGF-1/IGFBP-3 regimen for use in Section D was 250µg/kg/24 h, as a continuous infusion up to a PMA of 29 w+6 d, with the goal to achieve serum IGF-1 concentrations of 28-109 µg/l [32].

8.1. Verification of Model Prediction

In the phase II Section D study performed by Shire, interim analysis of the first 10 treated and 9 control infants on standard care was performed. During the study 88.8% of individual serum IGF-1 values of treated infants were within the target range, compared to 11.1% of values of controls. No infant had values above the target range (Fig. 7).

Fig. (7). Serum IGF-1 profile (mean [SD]; treated vs. control infants). Note: IGF-1 levels from treated infants on days 28, 31, and 34 were from 1 patient only, and therefore should be interpreted with caution. Closed black squares represent rhIGF-1/rhIGFBP-3 treated infants (n=10). Closed grey circles represent control infants (n=9). Copyright ©Pediatric Research, reproduced with permission.

9. DISCUSSION

We have performed a meticulous step-wise development of a dosing strategy to achieve serum IGF-1 concentrations within a target range corresponding to normal fetal levels as derived from published scientific papers on intrauterine IGF-1 concentrations. The developed dosing strategy was a result of population pharmacokinetic modeling based on prior clinical trials and on dose simulations. Finally the predicted dose regimen was verified in a clinical trial.

Further clinical trials will evaluate clinical efficacy in preventing preterm morbidities as well as short and long-term safety.

In preterm infants, the drug had to be given as an IV infusion instead of SC injection, as preterm infants have a lack of subcutaneous tissue. When giving an IV infusion we found different pharmacokinetics than earlier described with shorter half-life of IGF-1, which was the responsible factor for the administration of a continuous IV infusion.

Most medications for adults are licensed for use for certain indications, in doses and routes of administration after rigorous testing of pharmacokinetics, dosage, safety and efficacy in clinical trials. Unfortunately, few medications routinely given to very preterm infants have undergone similar evaluation. In a study of term and preterm infants in a neonatal intensive care unit during 13 weeks, as much as 54.7% of prescription episodes were off label, 9.9% were unlicensed and only 35.4 % were licensed [35].

New legislation governing the development and authorization of medicines for use in infants and children entered into force in the European Union on 26 January 2007. The purpose is to ensure high-quality research for the development of medicines for children, that the majority of medicines used by infants and children are specifically authorized for such use and to ensure the availability of high-quality information about medications used.

We hope that our work will help to establish a new standard for the testing of medications for preterm infants.
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